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Wide Angle Tasmania Overview
Wide Angle Tasmania (WAT) is a not-for-profit that has been in operation as an incorporated
organisation since January 2005. Prior to that, we were known as the Mobile Media Access
Facility, a project that was a partnership between community members, the Salamanca Arts
Centre and Screen Tasmania.
Wide Angle Tasmania receives funding from Screen Australia and Screen Tasmania via their
Industry and Cultural Development funding streams. We also generate income via our equipment
hire business, our professional development services and other partnerships.
Wide Angle Tasmania provides emerging and mid-level screen practitioners state-wide with
opportunities such as screenings, workshops, master-classes, equipment hire, production support
and targeted projects. Our programme extends skills, facilitates screen community building, and
supports the development and growth of the screen industry in Tasmania. We respond to the
changing needs of the Tasmanian screen community by inspiring, nurturing and providing tangible
opportunities for screen content creators state-wide. Wide Angle Tasmania operates with 3
permanent part time staff (equaling 1.7 FTE) and has a volunteer board of management.
Our Mission
Wide Angle Tasmania’s aim is to support a vibrant and growing screen culture and nurture
Tasmanian talent.
Our Objectives
Objective 1: Motivate, excite and inform Tasmanians about the cultural, creative and career
opportunities that exist within the screen sector.
Objective 2: Develop and foster the skills of Tasmanian screen practitioners.
Objective 3: Provide access to resources and expertise to promote professional development,
peer interaction, quality and innovation in screen production.
Objective 4: Encourage and facilitate collaborative projects with cultural and professional
development outcomes.
Objective 5: Engage Tasmanian audiences through presentation of screening programs.
Objective 6: Raise awareness of the role of Wide Angle Tasmania in the screen industries.
Objective 7: Continue to build resources to ensure a sustainable organisation.
Objective 8: Maintain a positive, effective and energetic Board and employees.
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Presidents Report
2008 has easily been the best year yet for Wide Angle Tasmania. With our dedicated team we
have managed to build upon the support of our volunteers and industry partners, and have
recorded a number of significant successes.
Highlights of 2008 include;





the Raw Nerve production initiative, where we oversaw the production of 4 new
Tasmanian short films.
the Di Drew Directing and Acting for the Screen Masterclass, where 27 participants were
given insider knowledge of how to elicit the best possible onscreen performances
the guerilla film making course Summer Screen Safari with Rachael Lucas, where first
time screen practitioners proved that having no budget is no barrier if you have big ideas
supported with access to equipment and mentoring.
and our first indigenous partnership with the Aboriginal Elders Council of Tasmania in
Launceston, which resulted in a documentary on Cape Barren Island music that will be
distributed to schools via the Australian Teachers of Media in 2009.

We were also delighted to have received a significant increase in funding in 2008 from our industry
partners, Screen Australia and Screen Tasmania. The infrastructure grant from Screen Tasmania
enabled us to purchase new equipment that saw our hires increase substantially. We are proud
that we exceeded by a significant margin our performance indicators in 2008, and trust that our
partnerships at the state and federal level continue to grow in the future.
Thank you to the expertise and support of our volunteer Board members Alicia, Larry, Sharon,
Tony, Di, John and Daniel who often perform above and beyond the call of duty.
My thanks also goes to our professional and energetic staff - Bev, Jemma and Jo - who continue
to deliver a fantastic development programme to Tasmania’s screen community. To the public,
Bev, Jemma and Jo ARE Wide Angle and I thank them for the insightful caring image they
present.
I am proud to see the growth of Tasmania’s screen practitioners reflecting the growth of Wide
Angle Tasmania, and look forward to another stellar year in 2009.

Graham Gates
President
Wide Angle Tasmania Inc.
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General Managers Report
Tasmania, as the island state, faces many barriers to developing our screen industries. We have
no tertiary film school, no commercial screen production equipment hire companies, a small and
geographically dispersed population and the Bass Strait separating us from the rest of the nation.
Frequently our talented emerging practitioners go to the mainland to study, and do not return
home to Tasmania.
To overcome these challenges requires strategic partnerships, appropriate development of our
practitioners, ongoing investment in infrastructure and a state-wide commitment to co-operative
industry building. Wide Angle Tasmania plays a pivotal role in addressing these challenges. Our
commitment to strategic partnerships can be seen from the breadth of partners we have and will
continue to work with. We have extensive industry networks and widespread support via our
membership and partnerships. As an independent community organisation we have the flexibility
to be able to adjust our services rapidly in response to the needs of industry and infrastructure,
and our not-for-profit focus that means any money earned flows back into our services and our
community.
Although we are the youngest screen resource organisation in Australia we have learned a lot
about both our industry and our clientele in the last few years, and we have risen to overcome a
number of challenges in that time. We have assembled a talented Board and established
relationships with key organisations and individuals that enable us to deliver appropriate and
timely initiatives to screen practitioners and screen audiences statewide.
We also play a valuable role in talent spotting, which in a small industry such as ours is essential
to our being able to identify and support the future leaders of our industry.
In 2008 we have not only met our Performance Indicators, we have well and truly exceeded the
vast majority of them – and this is because we are responding to and servicing the needs of the
industry, and are increasing our profile and relevance accordingly.
We know that any organisation needs an amount of ‘critical mass’ in order to thrive. We are on the
brink of achieving that – but to do so we need the continued support of both federal and state
governments. We know that Tasmania has a relatively small population, but we hope that both
federal and state agencies recognise that ongoing investment in our organisation represents a
critical boost to our fledgling industry exactly when we need it most.
On a personal note I would like to acknowledge the advice and support provided to me by the
board of Wide Angle Tasmania. I believe that a community organization is only as strong as its
board, and in our case we have been fortunate to assemble a superb board who truly want to ‘give
back’ to the screen community. Thank you to all of you, but especially to those who have taken
many calls from me in this last year.
Finally I would like to thank my colleagues Jemma Gates and Jo Collins. I couldn’t (and wouldn’t
want to!) do it without you.

Beverley Jefferson
General Manager
Wide Angle Tasmania Inc.
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Wide Angle Tasmania and Screen Development Australia
Wide Angle Tasmania’s membership of Screen Development Australia has been a crucial step in
our ability to respond to the national agenda. Wide Angle Tasmania is the newest member of this
significant national network, having become a member in July 2007. Membership of SDA
automatically entitled WAT to be a partner in delivering SDA’s national low budget short film
making project Raw Nerve for the first time in Tasmania in 2008.
Screen Development Australia is the national coalition of member organisations; QPIX (QLD),
Metro Screen (NSW), Open Channel (VIC), Media Resource Centre (SA), the Film and Television
Institute (WA), and Wide Angle Tasmania (TAS). The SDA network is a durable one, with most
centres having been active for over 25 years.
Individual centres operate through a mix of state and federal funding, with a significant proportion
of turnover raised through earned revenue and corporate support. Total income for the SDA
centres in 2006, including earned revenue, was approximately $7m, with $1.35 million (or 19%)
from Federal funding. All centres are not-for-profit, membership based companies with any
surpluses invested directly into achieving organisational objectives. Those objectives in turn are
modelled to contribute to the national endeavour of building the screen industry in Australia.
SDA centres primarily cater to the early-career to mid-career screen practitioners with more
advanced practitioners regularly contributing as tutors, mentors, executive producers and board
members. Our centres, through a variety of programs and services, provide diverse pathways into
the industry for early-career to mid-career professionals. The SDA centres also provide crucial
links for these professionals between industry, screen agencies and investment bodies.
Screen Development Australia plays a key role in furthering the federal Governments’ ambition to
create a progressive and sustainable national screen industry, and in doing so each centre
partners with its local state film agency.
SDA centres occupy a uniquely strategic position in the industry, providing comprehensive support
services to filmmakers including production schemes (such as Raw Nerve), professional
development, access to equipment and facilities, networking, mentoring and advisory services.
SDA centres are uniquely positioned to comment on the future needs of the screen sector as we
engage daily with filmmakers at all stages of career development. Each year thousands of
filmmakers come through our collective doors to access our people and programs.
As a result we have an impressive alumni of members who have gone on to develop their place in
the screen industry. Our alumni return to SDA centres to connect with the latest generation of
filmmakers, to share their skills and experiences. This significantly stimulates and contributes to a
sustainable and creative screen culture, which in turn stimulates industry development.
Production outcomes are at the core of our activity with each centre hosting a valuable back
catalogue of quality productions across genres, forms and durations, currently conservatively
estimated at over 15,000 works.
The SDA independent enterprise model is nimble and responsive to constituent needs, whilst also
able to deliver priority outcomes as defined by client needs and government policy. The current
modest federal government investment of $1.35 million per annum delivers a national system of
fully integrated screen resource organisations that are crucial to the growth of a national film
industry.
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Featured Projects
Raw Nerve
Raw Nerve is a national initiative with Wide Angle Tasmania in partnership with the Australian Film
Commission and Screen Development Australia. This scheme provides film makers with the
opportunity to produce short films, supported by each state member of Screen Development
Australia. Each of the film makers were given access to production and post production
equipment, script editing, mentoring, a colour grade, a sound mix, full insurances, and a launch at
the State Cinema. The Supervising Producer for Raw Nerve 2008 was Chris Gallagher, and the
Script Editor was Ranald Allan. The panel that selected the four films to be made comprised Clare
Jager – Film Development Project Manager Australian Film Commission, Chris Gallagher –
Independent Producer and Jim Henry - Winning Post Productions.

IRON WILL
Director
Vivian Mason
Writer
Vivian Mason
Producer
Vivian Mason
Synopsis
Peak oil means turmoil. Except for one man. Enter Iron
Will the survivalist from suburbia. Ready for truth. Inconvenienced by
dirt.

HELP WANTED
Director
Dan Weavell
Writer
Dan Weavell
Producer
Dan Weavell
Synopsis
Mat is a young man stuck in a rut. When his brother
decides to send a friend to sort him out what at first appears to be a
thorn in his side becomes an opportunity for Mat to open his eyes and see the depth of the hole he
has dug himself into. Help Wanted is a story of renewal over regret set in a small Tasmanian town
in decline.

HENRY FINN
Director
Shaun Wilson
Writer
Tim Logan
Producer
Nathan Spencer
Synopsis
Thomas and Jenny Finn wait at their terminally ill
fathers’ bedside, powerless to help him. Until, after reading his final
wishes, they unite and decide to try and break him out of the hospital. Only their fathers’
condescending Doctor stands in their way.

NEXT OF KIN
Director
Rose Schramm
Writer
Rose Schramm
Producer
Rose Schramm
Synopsis
When a family member from her past attempts suicide,
Angela uses the crisis as an opportunity to recreate the family bonds
and look for a love that she has been craving. She welcomes Laurie into her home; however, her
generosity backfires when Angela realises that what she wants is unobtainable. While Angela tries
her best to be an adult, Laurie is like an adolescent, struggling to find his identity. He tests her
limits and her patience. After a night out, their roles change to reveal the truth behind who they
really are.
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Island Music
In late 2007 Wide Angle Tasmania were invited to a meeting with members of the Aboriginal
Elders Council of Tasmania and Sharon Clark, State Manager, Regional Network, Department of
Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts. After a number of discussions we signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Aboriginal Elders Council and the Torch Project that
underpinned the successful creation of Island Music, a documentary on Cape Barren Island music
inspired by quilts created by the Elders.
Following provision of funding by DEWHA, Film makers Russell Hawkins and Nicholas Bosely
were chosen by the Elders to mentor Tianji Brown, Gabrielle Murray and Bianca Templar over a
number of months. Editing support at the end of the project was provided by Heidi Douglas. The
project was launched at the Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery during NAIDOC week in
2008. The completed documentary is now with the Australian Teachers of Media and they are
developing a curriculum guide that will enable any teachers nationwide to be able to use Island
Music within the classroom.
Copies of the film can be purchased from tas-aboriginal-elders.org.au

Design by Tamzen Roberts
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Training and Development Programme
Wide Angle Tasmania would like to thank the following industry practitioners with whom we
worked and collaborated in 2008.
Ranald Allan
Nicholas Boseley
Gordon Cleeland
Anna Cleeland
Peter Curtis

Justin Clifton
Jonathan Dawson
Caleb Doherty
Heidi Douglas
Di Drew
Chris Gallagher
Graham Gates
Dave Gurney
Russel Hawkins
Jim Henry
Clare Jager
Ludger Kreutzheide
Rachael Lucas
Matt Newton
Dick Marks
Jayne Montague
Morgwn Rimel
Melanie Sandford ASE
Lynne Vincent McCarthy
Caroline Waters
Tom Waugh
Dan Weavell
ANAT

Screenwriting – Taking the Journey
Script Editing Consultant Raw Nerve
Cultural Consultant Island Music project
Directing and Acting for the Screen Masterclass
Directing and Acting for the Screen Masterclass
Tasmanian Regional Arts Sound Workshop
Intermediate Camera Course
Low Budget Lighting Course
TRA Camera Workshop
Getting Your Film Out There Seminar
Judge Tasmanian Tropfest Prize,
Tutor and Judge The Screen Development Australia Pitch
Tasmanian Regional Arts Camera Workshop
Island Music project
Directing and Acting for the Screen, Judge The SDA Pitch
Supervising Producer Raw Nerve
Judge Tasmanian Tropfest Prize
The Changing Media Landscape Seminar
Documentary Consultant Island Music Project
Raw Nerve Selection Panel
Raw Nerve Selection Panel
An Island Inspired project
Summer Screen Safari
Getting Your Film Out There Seminar
Getting Your Film Out There Seminar
Tutor and Judge The Screen Development Australia Pitch
Tropfest Seminar
Tropfest Seminar
Editing One-on-One
Editing Mentor Raw Nerve
Judge Tasmanian Tropfest Prize
Production Management Masterclass
Technical Consultant
Introduction to Sound
Tasmanian Regional Arts Sound Workshop
Portable Worlds Mobile Phone Film Making Workshop

IN SUMMARY
Total number of short courses held
Total number of Masterclasses 2 Masterclasses, held over 6 days
Total number of people attending
masterclasses
Total number of tutors/ assistants
employed by training program
Number of women participants in
courses
Number of seminars

9

Number of people attending seminars
Number of Australian filmmakers/
special guests facilitating sessions

210

2
29
18
37
5

13
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Production Support Services
Equipment Grant from Screen Tasmania
In 2008 we received special funding from Screen Tasmania to purchase $40,000 worth of
equipment. Sourcing infrastructure support for our industry is incredibly difficult, so we were
delighted with this support. The grant enabled us to purchase a Sony PMWEX1 and a Sony
HVRZ7, along with 2 laptops with Final Cut Pro, 2 Apple 22 inch Cinema Display Monitors, a four
channel field recorder, 2 new tripods and 2 radio mic kits.

Equipment Hires
Our equipment hires have tripled in 2008, a testimony to the need for our equipment upgrade. We
continue to courier equipment statewide for no extra cost to the hirer, in order to help overcome
the disadvantage of distance that regional film makers may face.
Number of units of equipment and
facility hire (excluding training courses)
Number of clients using equipment and
facilities (excluding training courses)

677
344

Advice
Advice increased enormously along with both our increased equipment hire and our increased
production support via the Raw Nerve, Summer Screen Safari and Island Music projects. We rely
heavily on our volunteer board and our “Tech Guru” Tom Waugh for this service.
Units of advice given by phone

317

Units of advice given face-to-face

296

Units of advice given by email

299

Subsidies
All items of equipment for hire through WAT have a three tiered pricing structure. Commercial
hires incur a cost similar to a price that would be paid at hire companies on the mainland. Not for
profit and community organisations receive a discount, and emerging film makers receive a further
discount.
WAT is regularly approached by emerging film makers and community organisations to access our
equipment at discounted rates.
Number of programs produced through
subsidy schemes (excluding training
courses) Productions known to have
Wide Angle Credits completed in 2008
Total $ value of production subsidies
(excluding training course subsidies)

18
$29,609
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Screenings
The aim of our screening programme is to encourage discussion, debate and appreciation for the
work of emerging film makers. Anyone with an interest in film is able to enjoy viewing works from
around the state and around the country in an informal and relaxed atmosphere. Programmes
screened in 2009 include;







World of Women Touring Festival
Digital Fringe (screened for the first time outside Victoria)
Tasmanian Animations
Tasmanian Music Videos
Sony Tropfest 2008
Tasmanian Tropfest 2008

IN SUMMARY
Number of screening events

18

Total number of screening sessions held

24
Number of films screened in total
173
Number of films entered (where the screening
event involves a competition)
7
Total number of people attending
(Not including Hobart Tropfest Screening audience 2500)
974
Number of Australian documentaries screened 33
Number of Australian short films screened

87

Number of Australian animations screened
Number of Australian experimental works
shown

26
41

Design by Sandi Rapson
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Marketing and Promotion
Screen practitioners tend to be very comfortable with electronic media channels, so WAT mainly
promotes events, activities and opportunities through electronic channels.
Websites
WAT Website
All upcoming events and news is regularly updated on our website. Our website hits have
increased from 7000 to 12000 a month since July 2007. We keep our website up to date with the
latest opportunities available for screen content practitioners. With profits accumulated in 2008 we
will be able to launch a new website in January 2009.
Other Websites
We have links to our page featured on a wide range of appropriate websites.
Email Bulletins
Wide Angle Tasmania
Subscribers to our free email bulletin receive regular updates, and we have 594 + regular
subscribers. This is an increase of 22% on last year.
Screen Tasmanian
We alert Screen Tasmania to events that will be of interest to their subscribers, and they send out
the information on request to their 1200 + subscribers.
arts@work
We alert arts@work to events that will be of interest to their subscribers, and they send out the
information on request regarding professional development opportunities to their 1700 +
subscribers.
Tasmanian Regional Arts
We have at least one online article outlining our services or events to TRA members each year.
They have 1200+ members statewide, with the majority of subscribers being in regional areas.
Events Tasmania
We lodge our events and activities for free on the Events Tasmania website.
Screen Hub
As a member of Screen Hub, we lodge our events and activities on the Screen Hub website, and
news of our events is distributed via their national email news.
Media
Any newsworthy events we are involved in are accompanied by a Media Release, and follow up
phone calls are made to key media outlets to see if they will pick up our story. We have had a
number of excellent media hits in 2008, including;




Seven ABC radio interviews
WINTV news coverage
Two front page stories in The Mercury

We anticipate that we will continue to build upon the good relationships we have fostered with key
media identities in 2009.
Sponsorships
WAT is regularly approached by emerging film makers and community organisations to access our
equipment at discounted rates. Part of our conditions of reduced fees or sponsorship involve
appropriate acknowledgement of our support on all of their publicity materials.
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Word of mouth
In a small state, the importance of word of mouth cannot be over estimated. WAT has strong
alliances with people and organisations state-wide, and this produces a flow on effect of raising
our profile.
DVD Catalogue and Tailored Screenings
In 2008 WAT staff spent a considerable amount of time developing a DVD Catalogue, comprising
all the films we have received over the years of our operation. This has proven to be a valuable
resource, as it allows us to keep track of individual screen practitioners development and also we
can compile viewing programmes upon request. The screenings that we compile are another
valuable method of raising our profile.
Publicity and Promotional Materials
Our office in Salamanca is in the cultural hub of Hobart, so we have visibility via our presence
there. We have recently re-designed all of our publicity materials to incorporate the new Screen
Tasmania and Screen Australia logos. In 2008, due to increased marketing support from Screen
Australia, we were able to run regular ads in local street press and newspapers. We know this has
helped to raise our profile and membership.
Our target audience is emerging and mid-level screen practitioners, recent graduates of TAFE or
college, graduates of tertiary training who have returned from interstate, and audiences that
appreciate independent, contemporary, screen based product. Our e-marketing and promotion
reaches an audience of over 3000 people who have a demonstrated interest in the arts, and an
audience of 1700 with a specific interest in the screen industries, plus we have over 12,000 hits on
our website per month. Tropfest, with it’s audiences of 2,500 is another great way to reach key
audiences, and at every event we run or attend we promote future activities, membership, and our
funding partners upcoming opportunities.

Design by Tamzen Roberts
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Treasurers Report
The trading year to 31st December 2008 (2008) showed a small operating profit which was in line
with the Year to 31st December 2007 (2007) and estimates. The operating profit was $5 213 ($1
561 in 2007).
Revenue increased slightly over 2007 due to a small increase in grant income, mostly project
related. This was also supplemented by a $14 542 increase in equipment hire revenue. Total
income increased by approximately $53 000 over the previous year.
Expenses likewise increased with depreciation charges, advertising and employee expenses all up
in 2008 when compared to 2007. These represent the increased costs associated with equipment
purchases. Increased project delivery costs are also directly related to grant income.
An additional $40 127 of equipment was purchased during the year predominantly in the critical
areas of cameras and post production equipment. This was funded by cash reserves and a
charge to profits of a non cash charge of $17 751 for depreciation. All equipment is stated in the
accounting reports at cost less the depreciation charged to date.
The Directors of the organisation received no remuneration for their services for the year.
There were no events subsequent to the end of the financial year which will significantly effect the
financial statements.
There are reasonable grounds to believe that the organisation will be able to pay its debts as and
when they fall due.

Larry Hude
Treasurer
Wide Angle Tasmania Inc.
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Wide Angle Tasmania Audit 2008
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2008 Profit and Loss
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2008 Balance Sheet
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Summary of Industry and Strategic Partners for 2008
Wide Angle Tasmania is proud to have worked with the following organisations, networks and
businesses in 2008;
Aboriginal Elders Council of Tasmania
Australian Broadcasting Corporation Tasmania
Australian Federation of Movie Makers
Australian Film Television and Radio School (AFTRS)
Australian Network for Art and Technology (ANAT)
Blue Rocket Productions
Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts (DEWHA)
Digital City Studios
Digital Suite
Digital Fringe
Future Tasmania
Hobart City Council (HCC)
Ideal Media
Salamanca Arts Centre (SAC)
Screen Development Australia (SAC)
Solid Orange
SPAA Fringe
State Cinema
Tasmanian Regional Arts (TRA)
Tasmanian Theatre Company
Tasmanian Writers Centre (TWC)
TasMusic
The Alley Cat
The Hub
The Mountain Film Festival
The Torch Project
TropInc.
Winning Post Productions
World of Women Film Festival (WOW)

Wide Angle Tasmania would like to thank our major funding bodies for 2008.
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WAT People
Wide Angle Tasmania Board as at 31st December 2008
Graham Gates
Alicia Rackett
Larry Hude
Di Nicol
Sharon Connolly
Tony De Cesare
John Swindells
Daniel Speed

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Former Board Members 2008
Andy Wilson
Board Member
Heidi Douglas
Board Member
Permanent Staff 2008
General Manager
Office Manager
Office Administrator

Beverley Jefferson
Jemma Gates
Jo Collins

Contract Staff Members 2008
Office Administrator
Events Assistant
Tech Guru

Sandi Rapson
Rose Schramm
Tom Waugh
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